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HALSGROVE TRADE PACK

IMAGES OF PLYMOUTH & SOUTH
DEVON RAILWAYS
CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS FROM 
THE MAURICE DART COLLECTION
Maurice Dart

Asecond book, partnering Cornish Railways featuring photographs from the collection of Maurice
Dart, Cornwall-based photographer and authority on Westcountry railways. This volume covers

the period from the earliest days of photography through to the end of the age of steam on railways
in Plymouth and South Devon. Here are rare photographs, many of them taken by the author, of main
line locomotives and private and military lines, many of which no longer exist. Each is accompanied by
the author’s own text, unique reminiscences of the locomotives that once ran on Cornwall’s extensive
rail system.

Now in his eighties, from a boy Maurice Dart has travelled throughout much of Southern Britain armed
with a camera, taking photographs of all things railway. His collection, now numbering many thousands
of images, has been the source of many small publications and has been used in countless magazines
and journals.

Here for the first time is a comprehensive look at a major part of this unique collection – a book that
will become a classic of Westcountry steam.

Also available: Railways of Cornwall.

Maurice Dart lives in St Austell, Cornwall. His enthusiasm for railways has been
with him since he first travelled with a camera back in the 1930s. His own photo-
graphs, each meticulously recorded with locations and dates, comprise the bulk of a
collection to which he as added rare and important photographs from other sources.
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Price:

Publication Date:

ISBN:
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Imprint:

£19.99
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Hardback, 160 pages,

210x297mm,

including over 250 

black and white photographs
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HALSGROVE TRADE PACK THE GALLERY – IMAGES OF PLYMOUTH & SOUTH DEVON RAILWAYS

Example of a double page spread.
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Awaiting coaling at Laira shed in September 1928 is 4701 with a Duke class 4-
4-0 behind it.

A member of the class with a ‘Half-cab’ and saddle tank, 1932, stands in Laira yard
as the crew and the shunter pose in the 1920s.

The Royal Naval Dockyard at Devonport
has had its own internal railway system
since 1867, and a selection of locomo-
tives has operated over it and continues
to do so on the much truncated layout.

The weighing shed at Newton Abbot works was situ-
ated between the main works building and the
station.


